Survey of Full- and Part-time Faculty

61 Respondents

Survey was about main campus

Some comments came in about centers
Locked Out of Class

In previous week:

- Yes: 60.7%
- No: 39.3%

In previous two weeks:

- Yes: 51.7%
- No: 48.3%
Buildings most impacted

D Building: 36% of respondents
N Building: 23% of respondents
S Building: 18% of respondents
Also buildings B, E, J, O, and locker rooms
Number of Times in Last Month

61 respondents, 32 of them had experienced at least one lock out. Locked out a total of 104 times. For those locked out, that’s an average of 3.25 times in one month.

Average Length of Lock Out

32 faculty locked out
Average length of time 9.5 minutes
But Kelly, that’s only 32 faculty!

Out of an entire faculty of more than 200.

Is that really a problem?
Class Time Lost in One Month

104 times locked out in one month
Average of 9.5 minutes
= 988 minutes lost
16.5 Clock Hours
(1 class hour = 50 minutes)
19.75 Class Hours lost in one month!